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Make your own DIYAdventure Game!

I’ve made The Sunken Dungeon a great game experience, but I’m also building a new format for
producing games. I’ve assembled template files, fonts, free images, style and formatting
guide-lines so you can create your own DIY game experience, which you are free to give away to
anyone and everyone. E-mail it to me, and I’ll help show it off. Find it all at:
www.andhegames.com/diy-adventure-tools

Share away!

Andhegames.com is where this book came from. It all belongs to Andrew Miller; feel free to copy
and distribute. Don’t sell it, though - make your own cool book, and sell that. It’s more fun.

Print away!

The purchase of this book includes the rights to print out unlimited copies of the PDF, as many as
you need, forever. If you need the up-to-date PDF for this book, you can find it here:
andhegames.com/SunkenPDF

More stuff:

Get more games, brand new character sets and other printables here: andhegames.com/store

Thank you for buying Sunken Dungeon. Your money helps make more awesome handmade games
that inspire creativity.
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Avast, matey! Don’t read ahead, don’t pass go! Gather ye
supplies and ye 2-6 crewmates, and turn yon page when
ye be prepared to face death at the hands of the cold,
merciless ocean!

Scissors - 1
pair or more

Coloring implements -
as many as you like Dice - 2 per player,

11 or more is best

At least one sticking compound,
a couple different types is better.
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When the world was used up, after the clouds began to fail us, we turned to
the sea.
It was cold, damp, salty, and generally unpleasant. Shockingly, people began
to tire of cold plankton soup. The giant air bubbles lost their novelty.
Throwing starfish at your friend’s face is only fun if you have any friends,
and members of the Star-Fish-Face group soon found that their friends
deserted them rather rapidly.
Humanity, what was left of it, began to lose their collective marbles.
Luckily, we still had a few massive corporations around. Turns out, cities
can burn, states can be destroyed, whole nations can fail, yet the humble
corporation will continue.
DungeonCo, a global escape room Super Conglomerate, began work on a
series of underwater amusements to take our minds off the plankton stew,
the raw squid, and the ever-present mildew smell.

One such amusement was The Sunken Dungeon.
The Sunken Dungeon was intended to be the escape room to end all escape
rooms- there were puzzles, life-threatening challenges, mysteries, and actual
red herrings (the dungeon was underwater, after all).
Of course, when funding dried up, investors started fleeing the project like
rats from a sinking ship. The building was built, the puzzles were completed,
but the sunken dungeon was boarded up, and left to rot at the bottom of the
Mariana trench. Rumor has it there was a tremendous prize for anyone who
completed the entire sunken dungeon, making it through all the floors to the
very bottom of the dungeon, and the bottom of the ocean.

This is where you come in. You’re sick of doing nothing with your life, sick of
spending so much time lying on the couch. You and your friends are
‘borrowing’ a submarine from your great-great-grand aunt Jacqueline, and
you're setting out for the Sunken Dungeon.
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Sub Selection

Pick a sub from one of the following pages. Cut it out and prepare to dive!
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Cut it out!

Cut out your choice of a character from the following pages. Cut out the
matching Standee from the back cover.
Annoying mindless busywork! Hooray!

Cut out all of the standees with water and sandbags on them from the
back cover. Color them if you have the relentless need to color
everything. You can leave them black and white, if you’re some kind of
anarchist who just doesn’t care.
Tape is rolling.

Fold your standees and tape them securely. Fold all the water/sandbag
standees and tape them. Silently curse the game creator who thought up
this drudgery.
Everyone not taping can color their characters or stare off into space
with a keen, intelligent look on their keen, intelligent faces.
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

3
2
3

2
4
1
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Pets! If you wish, you may
remove two of your health
to choose a pet. Your pet
may take damage for you
at any time.
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

1
3
3

4
1
2
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

2
3
2

3
2
2
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

4
3
0

2
3
2
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:
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Upgrade that stat, STAT!

Roll a die for each stat. Add to the stat according to your roll:
!1-!2: +1
!3-!5: +2
!6: +3
When the game calls for stat check, roll 2 dice and add that number to
your stat. If it matches or exceeds the number called for, you succeed!

For example: Strength check of 8. You have strength 4, and roll
two dice, which add up to 5. You add that to your strength, and
you get 9, which is a success!

Health tabs for healthful adventurers

See those dotted lines on the side of your card? Cut ‘em into tabs. Every
time you lose any health, tear that many tabs off your card.

Armor

Armor counts as extra health. If you see this symbol - !arm - next to an item
you get, fill in one of your armor tabs. This counts as extra health.

If you run out of health: You’re a ghost! You can still play, but
your stats are locked. Flip your card over, write down your stats, and get
used to life as a ghost.

You’re looking pasty

When you get weapons, armor, etc. cut them out and paste them/tape
them on your character.

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:
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Those weird endearing quirks

Just when you thought this game couldn’t get any more exciting, we have SPREADSHEETS!
Do this twice, one for each table: Roll two dice, and find the matching quirk on the table. If you roll
two different numbers, you can choose which number is the column, which is the row.

Quirk table A

Quirk table II

!1 !2 !3 !4 !5 !6

!1 Obsessively thinks
about rocket ships

Has a strange tuft
of hair that always

sticks up

Has a third nose.
Oh, and that

second one, too.

Never admits that
that there’s a gnome

sitting on head

Frozen in a block of
ice, used to it by

now.

Doesn’t deal with
their ergl iffgritch

problem

!2 Grows colorful hair
in strange places Has a ghost friend. Has a sandwich

friend.
Has an iguana, is

sure that it’s a baby
dragon.

Has a baby dragon,
is sure it’s an

iguana.
Has chameleon

genes.

!3 Wears tiger face
paint. All the time. Has animal ears.

Carries an animal
foot with them at all

times for luck.

Is mildly worried
about the state of

the world.

Unlikable. -1000
charisma...Wait,
that’s not a stat in

this game.

Rich. Unfortunately,
it’s a different

currency.

!4 Banana peel shoes.
Has a bird sitting on
shoulder. The bird
has human hands.

Imagines they’re a
celebrity. They

aren’t.
Is a huge celebrity.
Totally hates it.

Wears strangely
shaped sunglasses.

Has angry
eyebrows, but isn’t

angry

!5 Has a stormy cloud
friend.

Loves peanuts in
shell, leaves a trail

of shells.
Stuffs flowers up

nose.
Carries around hot

cups of liquid. Slightly off.
I don’t even have to

tell you. It’s so
obvious.

!6 Middle name is
hyacinth.

A writer. Has no
paper. Writes on

everything.
Obsessed with

gold.
Will become a

beautiful butterfly
some day.

A textbook
over-thinker.

Makes homemade
soap and eats it.
Blows bubbles.
Stomach hurts.

!1 !2 !3 !4 !5 !6

!1 Has windows for
eyes.

A professional pilot.
Of paper planes.

Pigeons think they’re
food.

Monkeys are
always chasing

them.
Sews their own

clothing.
Plays board games
constantly. Also an

angel.

!2 Thinks they’re
inside a simulation. Afraid of water. Always taking

supplements.
Thinks karate can
solve everything.
EVERYTHING.

Always blinks when
someone takes a

picture.

Has henna tattoos
of snack cakes
everywhere.

!3 Sings everything. Is a crumbling
island in an ocean.

Buys expensive
shoes and doesn’t

wear them.
Really into fine art. Is partially made of

dried flower petals.
Several easter eggs
hidden on them.

!4 Has a pet mouse
named Fizz.

Wears a
construction cone on

head.

Likes apples. A lot.
Likes them too

much.
Thinks they are a

living toy.
Freezes in place

when people talk to
them.

Eats pistachios
without spitting out

the shells.

!5
Chews on
toothpicks

constantly. Like a
serial killer.

Loves to say
“Actually...”

Has different
colored eyes.

Face surrounded by
orange slices.

Checks their phone
in the middle of

conversations. Also,
a psychopath.

Doesn’t like being
judged.

!6 Wears giant
earrings.

Drinks green juice
all the time.

Has teeny, tiny
wings.

Doesn’t like kittens,
not even a little bit.

Has a chocolate
eclair for a nose.

Doesn’t like water,
enclosed spaces, or

fish.
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Is it Gold in here?

Add up all your stats, and take gold according
to the table below (see I called it “table” instead
of “spreadsheet” to make it sound like something
different) Cut this whole page out of the book
and set it aside for later.

Utterly Useless Starting Items

Each player may choose and keep one of the starting items: olives, lead pipe, spatula. If players
disagree about who gets what, it may be resolved with a fisticuffs match.

Decision Card

Cut out the decision card, and set it aside. You’ll be marking on this card when you make a big
decision. It’s like a report card, except you get to choose between F and F-.

Your stats, added up: Gold you get:

7-13 7

13-16 5

16-18 3

Mark
here Name The choice you made

A1 You have a jellyfish stuck on your submarine.
A2 You got bumped by another submarine

A3 Neon stuck on the side of the sub.
A4 Fishfellow invested in your adventure.
A5
A6 You have tickets.
A7 Managers know you’re here.
A8 The squid entered maintenance mode.
A9 You’re Zombies.
B1 You’ve got a friend in the whale.
B2 Piranhas everywhere.

Decision card
(Since “poor choices you made which will lead to your

untimely death” was too long)
Free items! Cut them out and add
them to your character for fun!
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When youmake a strength/
smarts/sanity check:
Roll two dice. Add the stat to the number on the
dice.
If it has a number, “Make a 12 Smarts Check”
you must match or exceed that number to
succeed at the roll.
If it says “ENEMY” instead of a number, check
your current enemy for their corresponding stat.
(For example, you’re attempting a ENEMY
strength check. Your opponent has 12 strength,
so you would need to match or exceed 12 to
succeed at the roll.)
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Alright! You've borrowed the submarine, you’ve stuck chewing gum over the biggest leaks in your
diving suits, and you're fairly sure that the marine police are not mobilized yet–partially because
you hid your parents’ phones so they wouldn't report you, and partially because the marine police
are so swamped with starfish-related crimes these days.

You’re on your way!

And of course, you instantly and entangle yourself in the long tentacles of a giant jellyfish (marine
biologists probably don’t call them jellyfish tentacles, but if you were diligent enough to be a
marine biologist, you wouldn’t be in this position). Because none of you know how to control a
submarine.
What now?

TEAM DECISION:
Try to power through the jellyfish, or send out a distress sonar signal?
Choose before you turn the page.
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If you powered through:

The jellyfish tendrils/tentacles/thingies are super tightly wound around your submarine propeller
thingies. If you knew anything about submarines, you’d know what they were called. You rev up the
engine (after poking buttons randomly until you figure out which one starts up the engines) and you
start moving forward again! The jellyfish comes with you, however. Cut out the jellyfish on the
opposite page, choose a player to color it, and attach it to the back of your submarine. Ignore those
weird robotic seahorses for now.
Mark “A1” on your decision sheet.

If you sent out a distress sonar signal:

The Marine police are onto you! They pull up beside you and shine the lights attached to the
bottom of the Marine police submarine in your faces. “SURRENDER THE SUBMARINE” the
loudspeaker says (Or, more likely, a person speaking through the loudspeaker says). But as they
move in closer, they’re entangled in the giant jellyfish, too! They smash into you, and for a moment
or two jostle against your submarine until they knock you free. Draw some worrying, potentially
life-threatening damage on the side of your submarine.
Mark “A2” on your decision sheet.

RESULTS!
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As you descend into the chilly depths of the ocean, your eyes start to adjust to the
darkness…and only when they’ve fully adjusted do you realize how dark it is, because
you still can’t see anything.

You’ve finally figured out that you don’t need to steer the submarine, and just punch
the location of the Sunken Dungeon into the onboard GPS.

Of course, the GPS doesn’t know about the vast gang of robo-seahorses in your way.

Your lights illuminate the seahorses, and they snarl and lick their lips. As you wrestle
with the controls (and the cheerful GPS reminds you that you’re veering off course,
and you should make a U-turn at the earliest possible convenience) the robo-seahorses
close in. Their sharp metal faces have glowing eyes which peer through the thin bubble
of glass that’s keeping you alive. Robo-seahorses are carnivorous.

It’s time to put on your diving helmets.



Take 1 damage
OR make a 10
smarts roll.
SUCCESS:
take no
damage.

FAILURE: take
two damage.

Take 1 damage
OR make a 10
strength roll.
SUCCESS:
take no
damage.

FAILURE: take
two damage.

Take 1 damage
OR make a 10
sanity roll.
SUCCESS:
take no
damage.

FAILURE: take
two damage.

Make a 12 X
roll, where X
is your lowest

stat.
SUCCESS:
Gain two
gold!

FAILURE:
take 2
damage.

Make a 10 X
roll, where X
is your lowest

stat.
SUCCESS:
Gain one
gold!

FAILURE:
take 1

damage.

Make a 9 X
roll, where X
is your lowest

stat.
SUCCESS:
Gain one
gold!

FAILURE:
take 1

damage.

!1 !2 !3 !4 !5 !6
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SEAHORSE ATTACK ROLL: Roll a die. Add or subtract from this roll if
seahorse card requires it. (Minimum 1, maximum 6)

Every player chooses one seahorse to fight.
Cut them out, and players battle their

seahorses separately.

Each player takes a “player turn” below,
and then all the seahorses take a

“seahorse turn”. The game’s over when
each player has killed their seahorse or

has been killed.

Player turn

Make a 8
strength roll.
SUCCESS:

Deal 1
damage to

your
seahorse

Make a 10
strength roll.
SUCCESS:

Deal 2
damage to

your
seahorse

Make a 12
strength roll.
SUCCESS:

Deal 3
damage to

your
seahorse

Make a 10
smarts roll.
SUCCESS:
Next turn, if
you deal

damage to a
seahorse,

deal 3 extra
damage.

OR OR OR

Choose 1:
Sorta try. Give it a shot. Try hard. Think a bit.

Seahorse turn

Setup
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Strong! Seahorse attack
rolls +1 (Maximum 6).

Strong! Seahorse attack
rolls +1 (Maximum 6).

Aggressive! Does +1 damage
whenever it does damage. Takes
+1 damage whenever it takes

damage.

Aggressive! Does +1 damage
whenever it does damage. Takes
+1 damage whenever it takes

damage.

Sneaky! Seahorse attack
rolls -1 (Minimum 1).

Sneaky! Seahorse attack
rolls -1 (Minimum 1).
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Solo results! (Each player does this separately)

IF YOU WON:

Good job, you beat a single, solitary seahorse! Your mom would be proud. Now that you’ve proved
your dominance over the marine biology, harvest some useful parts from the seahorses!

You may take either a seahorse head, a seahorse tail, or a seahorse fin. The heads and tails are
on the back of the seahorse cards, so hopefully you didn’t tear them up in the excitement of battle.

• Seahorse head: Place it on your head, as a strong metal helmet with a smelly, gooey interior
that sticks to your skin in an unpleasant way. +1 armor, +1 Strength.

• Seahorse tail: A spiky hooked spear. Place it in your character’s hand. +2 strength. Ow! -1
health.

• Seahorse fin: A delicacy that was recently made illegal because of over-hunting the
robo-seahorse species, it would still be wasteful not to eat it, since the seahorse is already, you
know, dead - right? You chow down on the cold, rubbery flesh, and wonder why it’s a
delicacy. It makes your stomach hurt something awful, but brain food is brain food. +3
smarts, -1 sanity. If you have a spatula: You have a surge of confidence, and cook
the fish! It’s a little better this way! Don’t lose the sanity.

IF YOU LOST:

Wow, got killed right out of the gate, eh? That’s OK, no big deal. Except for being dead.That’s a
little bit of a big deal. You continue on as friendly ghost! Flip your card over and fill in your stats
with the final numbers on your card. Your stats won’t be able to change again, and you have to
speak in a SPOOOoooOOoooooky voice now.
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Orange dots. Teal stripes. Yellow
curlicues of every description.

You heard about the neon on the outside of the sunken
dungeon, but you've never seen it before. As you move
closer, the giant wall of neon attached to the side of the
monolithic dungeon takes your breath away. It's hideous.
The glowing tubes zigzag and zip around in giant
tornadoes, they describe the shape of massive gorillas
with hammers for some reason, huge spiky plants with
eyes, dark purple-black sea urchins with glowing eyes and
teeth dripping red neon blood, Green olives with red
pimentos being consumed by a giant orange robotic
octopus, and surrounding the massive, sealed door-the
entrance to the dungeon-is a massive red three-headed
beast holding a sickle, a whip, and the bodies of three
unfortunate adventurers in its three mouths.

You're about to dock with the dungeon and start your
adventure, when the person with the highest smarts
screams and points –there's someone outside.

The person with the highest smarts gets a permanent
nervous twitch.
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Everyone rushes to thewindow of the submarine.

You can just make out, illuminated in the multicolored glow of the neon, a 10-foot-tall
form. It's in the shape of a man, but kind of a man wearing a sumo suit for Halloween, and
loaded up with the biggest backpack you've ever seen. Oh, and this backpack, instead of
being made of canvas or leather, is made of cables and metal and rings and tanks. Also,
disturbingly, some of the cables are moving around, attaching and detaching themselves
from the side of the building, holding the strange figure in place while he performs his
mysterious task.
You're just about to turn tail and run when he sees you. Well...something sees you. A
small round object that is attached by a single cable to the back of his backpack suddenly
seems to move on its own. It turns turns towards your submarine, opens its eyelid, and
stares at you. It's got a dead, silver eye like a fish. This disturbs you so much, that you
bump the side of the submarine into one of the neon tubes.
The eye looks shocked and angry, and the mysterious figure jumps like it's been struck
with a very tiny bolt of lightning. It turns towards you. It turns out that half the cables on
his back were actually briny, seaweed-like tentacles, and they quickly attach themselves
to the sides of your vessel and draw you close.
Your radio crackles to life.

“STAY AWAY FROM MY NEEEEEOOOOON!!!!!”

As it turns out, neon lights are actual glass tubes filled with burning gas! They require
constant maintenance, and you just angered the maintenance man.
After your all-out, no-holds-barred battle, you suddenly realize that maybe you should
have quietly explained that you weren’t trying to destroy his work. You explain this over
the radio to the thoroughly bedraggled, strangely dedicated worker, and he scoffs at you.
“Y-you bumped my neon. I’m down here all day long, every day keeping this neon running.
Don’t know why they put neon underwater anyway. If I hadn’t found - “ a burst of static
obscures his words, conveniently making them much more ominous.
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SUBMARINE BATTLE!
You’re going to be working together to operate the submarine. Cut out and keep the rules on the
opposite page, and the sub layout. Put the sub layout in easy reach of everyone.

A2: The police sub bumped you harder than you thought. Damage your engines twice. (See
“Taking Damage” in the rules)

Place your standee in any room you wish. (If you didn’t get a standee, cut yours out from the back
cover)
Skim through the “Rules” section to see what’s there, and then follow the “Set up a Battle”
instructions.

Tip: If you want an easy way to keep track of which dice you’ve spent this turn, place all your
unspent dice on your character card, and remove them as you spend them.
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Eachplayerrollstheirdice,andmayspendthediceontheactionprintedontheirroom
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M
ovesandplayerturnsmaybetakeninanyorder.
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Floodturn
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-!3
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S
U
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PlainBridge
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

O
nceperround:youmay

attemptanENEM
Y
sanity

check.SUCCESS:Youmay
changeanotherplayer’sdieto
anynumberyouwish.

10

Boring
Room

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

11

Useless
Room

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

3

O
utside

Stab:Spend
anydietoattempt

anENEM
Y
strengthcheck.

SUCCESS:Do2
damage.

FAILURE:Take1damagetoyour
character.

5

O
utside

Stab:Spend
anydietoattempt

anENEM
Y
strengthcheck.

SUCCESS:Do2
damage.

FAILURE:Take1damagetoyour
character.

9
O
utside

Harpoon:Spend
anydie

toattemptanENEM
Y

smartscheck.
SUCCESS:Do1
damage.

8
O
utside

Plan:Spend
anydie.

AttemptanENEM
Y

sanitycheck.
SUCCESS:Choosea
room.Thisplayerturn
only,allrollsmadein
thisroom

have+2.

12

Destroyed.W
henaroom

isat0
health,

writeitsnumberinoneoftheseboxes.If
allhavenumbers,turntopage112.

Ifoneofthesenumbersistargeted,
dothe“destroyedroom”actionon
theenemysheetinsteadofthe
attack.

7
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utside

12
Shields
!6

!6
!6

!6
!6

!6
!6

!6
!6

O
utside

Harpoon:Spend
any

dietoattemptan
ENEM

Y
smartscheck.

SUCCESS:Do1
damage.

6

JustO
K

Shields
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

Spend
adie.!x

Activateashield.

2
M
ediocre

Engines
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

Counter:Spend
adie.If

theenemyrollsthat
numberintheirnext
attack,insteadof
attackingtheenemydeals
3
damagetoitself.

4

Plan:Spend
anydie.

AttemptanENEM
Y

sanitycheck.
SUCCESS:Choosea
room.Thisplayerturn
only,allrollsmadein
thisroom

have+2.
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PlainBridge
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

O
nceperround:youmay

attemptanENEM
Y
sanity

check.SUCCESS:Youmay
changeanotherplayer’sdieto
anynumberyouwish.

10

Boring
Room

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

11

Useless
Room

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

3

O
utside

Stab:Spend
anydietoattempt

anENEM
Y
strengthcheck.

SUCCESS:Do2
damage.

FAILURE:Take1damagetoyour
character.

5

O
utside

Stab:Spend
anydietoattempt

anENEM
Y
strengthcheck.

SUCCESS:Do2
damage.

FAILURE:Take1damagetoyour
character.

9
Harpoons

Harpoon:Spend
anydie

toattemptanENEM
Y

smartscheck.
SUCCESS:Do1
damage.

8

Destroyed.W
henaroom

isat0
health,

writeitsnumberinoneoftheseboxes.If
allhavenumbers,turntopage112.

Ifoneofthesenumbersistargeted,
dothe“destroyedroom”actionon
theenemysheetinsteadofthe
attack.

7

O
utside

12
Shields
!6

!6
!6

!6
!6

!6
!6

!6
!6

Harpoons

Harpoon:Spend
any

dietoattemptan
ENEM

Y
smartscheck.

SUCCESS:Do1
damage.

6

JustO
K

Shields
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

Spend
adie.!x

Activateashield.

2

M
ediocre

Engines
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

Counter:Spend
adie.If

theenemyrollsthat
numberintheirnext
attack,insteadof
attackingtheenemydeals
3
damagetoitself.

4

Plan:Spend
anydie.

AttemptanENEM
Y

sanitycheck.
SUCCESS:Choosea
room.Thisplayerturn
only,allrollsmadein
thisroom

have+2.

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
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Start of game: Flood three rooms (See Flooding on your instruction sheet).

!1 Deal 1 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!2 Deal 1 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!3 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!4 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!5 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!6 Deal 1 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

MAINTENANCEMAN

Destroyed room action:
Flood rooms 11 and 3.Strength: 12

Smarts: 12

Sanity: 10
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He goes quiet and very still, and you watch the unblinking whites of his eyes behind the glass of
his helmet. He floats, unmoving, downwards into the darker darkness. He’s gone.

REWARDS!
Grab the reward below and paste/tape it on your submarine. Then choose one more reward from
the “pick one” section. Rewards and shops are how you’ll improve your submarine.

REWARD!
Pump Room

!1!2!3!4!5!6
Spend a die !x to
remove a number of
flood tokens equal to the
number on the die.

8

PICKONE:

Health. (Cut out and
paste over any three
health spaces on a room)

!4!5!6

!4!5!6

Coolsuits
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5

ALW
AYS

ACTIVE:
IfaplayerisO

UTSIDE,they
don’ttakeanymorethan1
damagefrom

enemyattacks.

12
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There’s a button that looks like it’s supposed to open the door. What do you do?

TEAMDECISION:
1. The player with the highest strength suits up, and heads outside to press the button.
2. Try to gently tap the button with the side of the sub.
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If you sent the strongest player out:

The strongest player must make a 10 smarts roll. (See the back of your decision card)
SUCCESS: You remember to warm up. You swim! You press the button! Everyone is so
impressed that for the rest of the game they must call you “Hero” or “My Hero” in an
adoring/admiring voice.

FAILURE: You forget to warm up, and instantly pull a muscle. You also ate a bunch of
heavy food, and get a cramp. You instantly start sinking towards the bottom of the ocean.
Your friends have to rescue you, and by the time they do, you are completely covered in
starfish. Your friends pry the more edible-looking starfish off of you (each player may cut
out and keep a healing starfish), but you're still completely covered in starfish that don't
want to let go. Draw these on your character.
If you have a pipe: There was a little air trapped inside, which allowed you to
breathe for half a second.
If you don’t: Reduce your sanity by one from lack of oxygen.

If you tapped the button with the sub:
You try a gentle tap, but you’re still not the greatest at steering the sub. You crash the side
of the sub into the stone, leaving in the side of your sub a dent exactly the size and shape
of a very large dent. Draw this on your sub.
A tremendous jolt shakes the sub, and anyone with less than five strength falls down and
loses one health. But, while standing up, you each separately find a couple coins that
someone dropped on the floor! Anyone with less than five strength takes two gold coins.

A1: The jellyfish attached to the back of your craft gets tangled up with the neon sign, and some
of the sign tears away. Cut out a piece from the illustration and attach it somewhere on your sub.
Increase your sub’s energy by one. Mark A3.
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After you press the button, the giant, rusty metal doors start to open, with a loud grinding sound
and a cloud of rust. You pilot your vessel inside, and the first thing you see is a 20 foot wide air
bubble. Inside the air bubble is a little shop, manned by an extremely bored-looking teenage
Fishfolk.
Let me explain: the Fishfolk have always lived in our oceans, but humanity knew nothing about
them until we started constructing the Sunken Dungeon. In the weeks after construction
commenced, a small group of fishfolk gathered nearby with protest signs. The creators of the
Sunken Dungeon met with the Fishfolk union, and worked out an agreement which provided a
certain amount of jobs for Fishfolk in the Sunken Dungeon. Even though the Dungeon is shut
down, turns out their agreement is still binding, so all the union workers continue to come to work.

The scaly teen looks up as you step out of your sub. He blinks, and rubs his eyes.
“Um, are we open again? Because we don’t allow looting.”

SOLODECISION:
You look sideways at each other. Lie, or tell the truth? Without discussing your decision, hold out
your fist, thumb pointing sideways. On a count of three, everyone votes thumbs-up or
thumbs-down. Hopefully you all lie, or all tell the truth - otherwise it’s going to be very suspicious.
Thumbs-up: Tell the truth. You're here for the treasure.
Thumbs-down: Lie. The park just opened up again!
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If you all told the truth:

“Whoa, that sounds awesome, I wish I could come with you." He offers to invest in your
adventure for cut of the treasure.

Teamdecision:

Accept his investment?
If yes, split five gold among you. Mark A4.
If no, you realize that you would rather have a bunch of gold later than a little gold now.
The two players with the lowest smarts get +1 smarts. Mark A5.

If you all lied:

He looks that you skeptically. “You're all gonna have to buy tickets.”
Pay one gold each, or bribe him to give you free tickets with a jar of green olives.
Each player may cut out a ticket and add it to their character. Mark A6.

If therewas amixture of truth and lies:

He’s extremely confused, and tells you that he has to call his manager. His manager has to
call her manager, and her manager has to call his manager, who calls…basically, there are
a lot of layers of management. Mark A7.
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Gift Shop

Legendary glazed doughnuts
Price: 2 !gold, 2!heal each.
+2 !str,+1 !san, +1 !sma
+80,000 calories

The cutest, bestest li’l
Attack Dogfish EVER!
Price:3!gold
+3 !str + 8.5 happy

Battle hoe
Price:1 !gold
+1 !str

Battle shovel
Price:1 !gold
+2 !arm

Battle violin
Price:2!gold
+2 !san
+2 Culture

Improvised
club
Price:2!gold
+3 !str
-1 !sma

Magic healing cookies
Price:1 !gold each
Each cookie counts as 1 !heal

Psycho ghost cat
Price:2!gold
+4 !sma
-1 !heal
-1 !san
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You’re ready to go!
You step back into your submarine, and pilot it towards the first chamber in the dungeon.
At this point, you’re wondering how a submarine can traverse a theme-park-dungeon-tower. The
Sunken Dungeon was built for submarines. This was one of the reasons the attraction failed,
because not many people own submarines, and the paper disposable submarines they handed out at
the door tended to leak.
The first room was intended to be some sort of welcome/infotaining tutorial. There are cheerful
instructional signs with facts about the ocean, and you can see a video of the Sunken Dungeon
Mascot, a very cheerful squid named Quigley The Very Cheerful Squid, dancing around on the
wall, trying desperately to jazz up a PowerPoint about safe submarine navigation.
You also see an animatronic version of Quigley, nearly 15 feet tall, standing quietly by the wall. He
seems to be staring at you with dull, painted eyes.
Everything in the room is completely covered with seaweed, and about 8 inches of that gunk that
collects at the bottom of the ocean. You can't see any way to open the next door, and you can
barely make out the helpful PowerPoint presentation. What now?

TEAMDECISION:
Keep driving the submarine, hoping that you'll find a way out, or suit up and start digging through
the gunk to find the door switch.
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If you stayed in the submarine:

A2: Quigley takes pity on you, since your sub looks kinda messed up. Skip Quigley’s “Start of
Game” action.

Quigley attacks your sub! Move on to the Quigley Battle!

If you started digging through the gunk:

The robot version of Quigley The Very Cheerful Squid charges at you cheerfully, waving his
tentacles as if he wants a hug. “TICKETS PLEASE. TICKETS PLEASE.” His bubbly, cheerful,
distorted voice blares out of the loudspeaker that is his mouth.

A6: you hand over your tickets, and Quigley The Very Cheerful Squid tries to feed the tickets
through a slot in his face. Unfortunately, the slot is completely clogged with seaweed and algae.
Quigley looks as confused as a very cheerful robots can, and says “ERROR. ENTERING
MAINTENANCE MODE.” The light goes out of his eyes, and he curls up on the floor, wrapping
all 10 of his robotic tentacles around his body. Then Quigley The Very Cheerful Squid starts
rocking back-and-forth, singing to himself. Mark A8 and damage Quigley three times before
beginning the battle.
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Start of game: Flood each undamaged room. (Skip if you have A2)

!1 Deal 1 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!2 Deal 1 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!3 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!4 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room.

!5 Deal 3 damage.

!6 Deal 3 damage.

QUIGLEY

Destroyed room action:

Flood rooms 10, 2, and 4.
Water rises.

Strength: 15

Smarts: 10

Sanity: 2
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REWARD!

PICKONE:

Health. (Cut out and
paste over any three
health spaces on a room)

!4!5!6

!4!5!6

Sandbag: Add a sandbag
to a door in your room.!4 - !6

If a door is sandbagged, flooding doesn't spread through it:
instead remove the sandbag.Add to “Flooding” rules:

Add to “Basic moves”:

Add to “End of Battle” rules: Choose a number of sandbags equal to your gears (on
your bridge) to keep, remove all the rest.

HarpoonGun
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

Spend
anydie.DoanENEM

Y
smartscheck.SUCCESS:Deal2
damagetotheenemy.

5
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The next level of the Sunken Dungeon is almost entirely transparent.
The walls are made up of inches-thick glass, through which you can see
the underwater flora and fauna and one of the giant neon olives. Also
nearby is a gift shop, a snack bar, and some lovely white padded chairs
from which you can look out at the ocean while eating your snacks. It's
all quite lovely. At least it would be, if it wasn't flooded and
completely covered with seaweed and hermit crabs.
The hermit crabs have raided the gift shop, and have made their
homes in ceramic mugs, tiny novelty divers’ helmets, and bug-eyed
stuffed animals.
If you can get some of that junk off of them, then you might be able to
sell it online, using the submarine’s built-in computer.
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Place all crabs face-up. Each crab has a
different reward on the back!

Set a timer for 1 minute. Players may
take “player turns” at the same time, and

as fast as they wish.

Every player keeps any rewards on crabs they collect! (Faster/older players may
want to share the wealth with younger players.)

Player turn

Setup

Choose a crab. Point at the crab’s card, and attempt the stat check listed there.

Collect the
crab you
chose!

SUCCESS?

Ouch! It pinched you. Roll a die.

FAILURE?

Take one damage! Say “OWWIE”
out loud. You may

not use your
thumbs for your

next roll.

!1!2 !3!4!5!6
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!sma 9

!sma 9

!sma 11

!sma 11

!sma 13

!sma 15

!san 9

!san 9

!san 11

!san 11

!san 13

!san 15

!str 9

!str 9

!str 11

!str 11

!str 13

!str 15
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!gold !gold !gold

!gold!gold!gold!gold

!gold !gold!gold !gold

!gold!gold!gold!gold!gold!gold!gold!gold

!gold!gold !gold!gold!gold!gold

!gold !gold !gold!gold!gold !gold !gold !gold !gold

!arm

!arm!arm

!arm
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You run all the items you retrieved through Instant Marketplace, marking them as antiques. They
sell instantly and money flows into your account. Then your Instant Bank 3-D printer converts
your digital currency into the current market value for gold, and quickly fabricates gold for
everyone.
Collect the gold listed on each item you retrieved from a crab. Also, although you’ll have to
remember to ship the packages out when you get home, there’s nothing wrong with you wearing the
stuff you bought in the meantime.
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THEWHEEL
In the next room, you see a giant spinning wheel embedded in the floor. A holographic version of
Quigley appears above it, and screams happily at you.
“IT’S TIME TO SPIN THE WHEEL OF DAAAAANGER!” He shrieks.
It looks like he won’t open the door until you all spin the wheel.

SOLOCHECK

Make a 14 strength check.
FAILURE: You slip and fall onto the wheel. While your friends spin the wheel, you get dizzier and
dizzier. If you have a spatula, you can use it to jam the wheel and get off (tear your spatula in
half, but you get to keep it) otherwise take two damage. Roll a die, and consult the table on the
next page.
SUCCESS: You manage to spin the giant wheel. Roll a die, and consult the list on the next page.
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!1 Uh oh! You spin a skull.

No A7: A tiny shark statue falls from the wall, and hits you on the head. Take one damage, and
draw your new wound.

A7 only: Someone releases a shark into the room, and it attacks you. Take two damage, and draw
a shark attached to part of your character. He’s your new pet. Name him. Love him. Feed him.
Take care of him. Buy him ice cream, but not too often.

!2 You spin a porcupine. Spikes sprout out of your skin all over. Draw this on your card. The
players to the left and right of you take one damage.

!3 You spin a hydra. Pick a new head, and attach it somewhere on your character. Double the
brains means double the smarts!…or at least +1 smarts.

!4 You spin a lamp. Not a genie’s lamp, a regular lamp, with a lampshade. A living lamp, with
creepy eyes on its lampshade, appears.
Make a 10 sanity roll.

SUCCESS: The lamp isn’t real! It was all a delusion brought on by an excess of terror.
FAILURE: The lamp becomes your friend. Her name is Westinghouse, and she’s your best,

best, best, best, best, best friend. Draw an invisible, imaginary friendly lamp with eyes to be your
bestest best friend ever. Best.

!5 You spin an olive. Olive-loving eels burst out of the middle of the wheel, and attack anyone
who has a jar of olives. Each character with a jar of olives must make a smarts roll.

SUCCESS: Just share, don’t be so selfish. You dole out the olives to the eels, and they
thank you. Trade your olives for a flock of friendly eels.

FAILURE: The eels can’t get into the jar, so they take their frustration out on you. Take
one damage, and draw tiny eel bites all over your character.
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!6 You spin a hot dog. Make a 10 sanity roll.
SUCCESS: You get a hot dog! It can prevent two points of damage at any time. Draw
a hot dog on your card, and when you prevent the damage, cross it out.

FAILURE: Your submarine transforms into a giant hot dog, in your own mind.

!6!1
You did it wrong. There’s no 7. Roll one die. One six-sided die. Just one. I know, you’re
excited, I don’t blame you. Just read instructions carefully, or you might electrocute
yourself next time you’re changing your car’s oil or something because you didn’t read
that part of the instructions that says “Don’t Lick the Spark Plugs”.
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The next room is...weird. It’s like you’re exploring inside the mouth of a blue whale. There are
informational plaques bolted to the walls, which would allow you to learn all about the blue whale,
if you ever read plaques.

You look around at the weirdly real construction. The vast tongue, the skin and giant combs all
look very real. Too real. Like, creepy real. You land your sub on the tip of the tongue,

Then the whale speaks up.

“HEY GEG OFF GNY KONGUE” crackles through your radio. You jump about the length of a
blue whale, and guide the sub out into open water.

“THANKS. I GUESS YOU’RE WONDERING WHY YOU CAN HEAR ME TALK.”

“IT’S VERY SIMPLE. I HAVE A RADIO.”

There’s a long pause.

“OH, AND I GUESS YOU’RE WONDERING HOW I CAN TALK, SINCE I’M A WHALE AND
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ALL. I MET THAT GUY WHO MAINTAINS THE NEON LIGHTS, HE SPEAKS PRETTY
GOOD WHALE. HE WIRED ME UP WITH A WHALE-TO-ENGLISH TRANSLATING
DEVICE.”

“I VOLUNTEERED TO BE AN EXHIBIT IN THIS DUNGEON. THEY SAID SMALL CHILDREN
WOULD COME AN MARVEL AT ME. THEY SAID THAT I’D HELP EDUCATE THE
CHILDREN.”

“THEY WERE AFRAID TO UNINSTALL ME WHEN THEY LEFT. COULD YOU HELP ME
OUT?”

TEAMDECISION:
Set the whale free? It could destabilize the whole dungeon.
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IF YOU SETTHEWHALE FREE:

You free the whale, and it turns out he was just a weirdly realistic robotic whale.

“YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND IN ME, ADVENTURERS.” He burbles. He’s so excited about being
free that he whips his tail around and accidentally smashes your sub to bits. Cut the exterior of
your sub into several pieces. He apologizes and helps you reconstruct the sub. Tape your sub back
together, in a slightly different configuration. Mark B1 on your decision sheet.

IF YOUDIDN’T:

The whale shrugs. Somehow. Even though he has no shoulders. The Dungeon destabilizes,
collapses, and you all die.

Fortunately, you wisely invested in small vials of Zombie virus, so you immediately start walking
again, relatively unharmed! You’ve got a small craving for human flesh, but nothing too crazy.
Everyone loses one sanity, and becomes a zombie. Mark A9 on your decision sheet, convert your
character into a zombie.

A3 Only: The neon sign caught on the side of your ship has been venting pure Neon into the
surrounding water. This interacts strangely with your zombie virus, turning you into bright, neon
Zombies! Color your new Zombie selves any bright color you wish. You feel an invigorating surge
of energy as a result. +1 to everyone’s strength.

Suddenly an electric shark who was planning on having the easily accessible whale for dinner
angrily attacks you.
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Start of game: Flood three rooms.
Special Rule: anyone who enters a flooded room takes one damage.

!1 Deal 1 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

!2 Deal 1 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

!3 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

!4 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

!5 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

!6 Deal 3 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

ELECTRIC SHARK

Destroyed room action:

All players who are OUTSIDE are
dealt one damage.

Strength: 17

Smarts: 14

Sanity: 12
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REWARD!

PICKONE:

Health. (Cut out and
paste over any three
health spaces on a room)

!4!5!6

!4!5!6

CO
O
LBridge

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

Twiceperround:youmay
attempta10

sanitycheck.
SUCCESS:Youmaychange
anotherplayer’sdietoany
numberyouwish.

You dig into the stomach of the shark
and find...a new bridge for your sub,
that the shark must have eaten before!
It’s almost unaffected by the shark’s
stomach acid, and nearly brand new!

You use the shark skin to reinforce your
sub. Add patches of electric shark skin
to the outside of your sub.

10
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SUB STORE!

Slightly Less
Boring Room

!1!2!3!4!5!6
!1!2!3

11
A Teeny-Tiny Bit
Less Useless Room

!1!2!3!4!5!6
!1!2!3

3

Harpoon Gun
!1!2!3!4!5!6
Spend any die. Do an ENEMY
smarts check. SUCCESS: Do 1
damage.

5Scary Cannon
!1!2!3!4!5!6
Spend a die. Do an ENEMY
strength check. SUCCESS: Do 3
damage. FAILURE: Do 1 damage
to a random room. (Re-roll if you
roll a 7 or an outside space)

9

!gold!gold!gold!gold!gold !gold!gold!gold!gold

!gold!gold!gold!gold

!gold!gold!gold!gold !gold!gold!gold!gold

!gold!gold !gold!gold !gold!goldPump Room
!1!2!3!4!5!6
Spend a die !x to
remove a number of
flood tokens equal to the
number on the die.

6

Tough doors. If you purchase a tough
door, paste/tape it over any of your regular
doors, and add this to your rules:

If flooding is about to spread through a Tough
Door, roll a die. If the roll matches a number on
the door, prevent that flooding from
spreading through the door.

!4!5!6 !4!5!6 !4!5!6

A small camp of fish folk who live nearby offer to sell you some fine submarine improvements.
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Row, Row, Row your boat.

The next chamber is empty. Horribly empty. There are just blank walls everywhere. A few very
wet dust bunnies.

You’re about to turn and leave the creepy emptiness behind, when the door snaps shut behind you.

A1 Only: The Jellyfish starts violently, and rocks your submarine. Everyone make a smarts roll.

SUCCESS: You remembered to put your seatbelt on. You’re a model citizen, and you mother
would be proud…if you hadn’t stolen her submarine.

FAILURE: Lose one health as you’re thrown to the ground. The metal floor of the submarine bites
cruelly into your knees. Scribble red over your character’s knees. A4: You also break your
leg...like, almost completely off. There’s no doctor in sight, but luckily you have the extra money
from that investor. You order a prosthetic, robotic leg, and it’s really neat! Pick one from below
and attach it to your character’s leg.

You’re trapped in the room. There’s only one light, and it flickers and goes out.
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Then, from somewhere, a projected, old-timey film starts up. It’s a black-and-white video of a
suave-looking man with oily hair and a black coat.

He name flashes on the screen. DOCTOR ESOPHAGUS.

Below, in tiny type, you see the words (Not a real doctor).

“Hello, dungeoneers. I see that you’ve made it past the guards. As you’ve probably figured out,
this is no amusement park. This is a death trap. It’s probably why they shut us down…anyway,
you don’t have any hope of reaching the bottom of the Sunken Dungeon. If you try, you will die.
Now die, die, DIE!!!!

A hatch opens, and out swims a swarm of mutated mega piranhas.

Strength: 12

Smarts: 14

Sanity: 14

B1 only:

Your whale friend shows up, and is so big
and scary, the lesser Mega Pirahnas swim
away. Their numbers are reduced. Paste
these stats on the Mega Pirahna page.
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!1 Deal 2 damage. Remove all
sandbags from the room.

!2 Deal 2 damage. Remove all
sandbags from the room.

!3 Deal 3 damage to the room and
to everyone in the room. Flood

the damaged room.

!4 Deal 3 damage to the room and
to everyone in the room. Flood

the damaged room.

!5 Deal 4 damage to the room and
to everyone in the room. Flood

the damaged room.

!6 Deal 4 damage to the room and
to everyone in the room. Flood

the damaged room.

Destroyed room action: Flood rooms 10,2 and 4.
Water Rises.

Strength: 14

Smarts: 15

Sanity: 16
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REWARD!

PICKONE:

1800
Piranha-Power
Engines

!1!2!3!4!5!6
!1!2!3!4!5!6
Counter: Spend a die !x.
If the enemy rolls that
attack number in their next
attack, instead of
attacking the enemy deals
6 damage to itself.

4
No engines, just
actual piranhas
pushing the sub
around.

The fish beg you to spare
their lives, and offer a secret
ancient artifact, a powerful
sub engine. It is rumored that
it has 1800 piranha power:
like horsepower, but fishier.
Accepting their offer and
sparing their lives would be
the merciful, non-vengeful
thing to do...or...

OR...

!1!2!3!4!5!6
!1!2!3!4!5!6
Every time this room takes
damage, deal 1 damage to
the enemy.

4
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End of game:

There are still a few piranhas attached to your sub. Cut them out and add them to the outside of
your sub.
If youwon: You successfully repelled the hungry fishies. Everyone makes a 12 sanity roll.

SUCCESS: You successfully deal with terror of facing such a demented enemy
with some breathing and self-therapy. Your aura, if it manifested itself in our plane of
reality, would be slightly more yellow. Congratulations?

FAILURE: The stress of the battle gets to you. You spend the next few minutes
crying softly to yourself, rolled up in a ball on the floor of the sub. -1 sanity.

If you have a spatula: The spatula clutched in your hand suddenly
reminds you of your mother making pancakes on Saturday morning. You remember how
you disappointed her and failed her, and start crying even more. Your salty tears pour
down your face for a good hour, and at the end you’re sodium deficient. -1 strength. You
are, however, at a much better place when you’re done crying, and you feel like you’ve
grown a lot. +1 sanity.

If you lost: Everyone outside the sub takes three damage. The fish try to break your sub open
to get to the meaty people inside. Attach giant piranhas to the sub, and on every limb of every
person who was outside the sub. Mark B2 on your decision sheet.
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Suddenly a giant circular section of the ceiling starts to descend. There was a hidden room, which
for a moment you can see through the hole - there are flashing lights and knobs and levers galore.
The circle descends to your level. The broken remains of an air bubble encircle the...circle, there’s
a lectern in the exact middle, and on the floor at the foot of the lectern lies a skeleton.

“So sorry Doctor Esophagus didn’t….heh heh…make it.”

You turn the sub, and see Quigley The Very Cheerful Squid, robotic version.

His painted face, peeling and decayed, smiles cheerfully at you through the gloom.

“I killed him, of course. He was holding me back.”

You scramble for the door of your sub, as Quigley goes through a terrifying splitting process - he’s
broken himself up into pieces, and they’re attacking you.

88 8988 89
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Place each Quigley piece in a random
room on your submarine. Re-roll any 7.
Pieces may end up in the same room, or

outside.

Quigley’s different pieces are attacking
you! He’s overridden the door, and he’s
destroying your sub from the inside!

Randomly select two Quigley pieces to
attack your sub.

The pieces damage/flood the rooms they
enter if required.

DON’T follow the “Gameplay” steps as
usual. Instead follow the steps below:

You may target rooms inside your sub
with the sub’s weapons. Your sub’s

weapons deal damage to all Quigley’s
pieces in the room, but also flood the

targeted room.

Setup

Each player rolls their dice, and may spend the dice on the action printed on their room (If it has no
flood tokens on it), or one of the 'Basic Moves'.
Moves and player turns may be taken in any order.
For this battle against Quigley, you may also perform the following actions:

2

Attack: If there is no player in the same room as a Quigley piece, then the Quigley piece damages
the room 1. If there is at least one player in the same room, the Quigley piece instead damages
ALL players in the room once.

After all the Quigley pieces have attacked, they all move to the least damaged adjacent room. If
there’s a tie, choose the lowest numbered room. Any “upon entering” effects trigger. Quigley will
not move to an “outside” room, and will always move to an interior room if possible.

1
Gameplay

Water Rises. All flooded rooms take 1 damage.
If any room is down to 0 health, mark a "damage" box on your submarine sheet. For the rest of
this battle, this room must have two flood markers on it.
If the enemies are out of health, you win. If not, return to “enemy turn”.

3

Enemy turn

Player turn

Flood turn

Attack: You may spend a die to
attempt an attack on a Quigley
piece in the same room. Make an

ENEMY strength check.
SUCCESS: Deal 1 damage to

the Quigley piece.

Outsmart: You may spend one
dice to attempt to outsmart a
Quigley piece in the same room.
Make an ENEMY smarts check.
SUCCESS: You may reduce one
of the Quigley piece’s stats by 1.

Confuse: Spend one die to
attempt to confuse a Quigley

piece in the same room. Make an
ENEMY sanity check.

SUCCESS: You may move the
Quigley piece to an adjacent

room. Lay the piece on its side, it
doesn’t move on its next turn.



Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Floods rooms upon enteringDamages rooms upon entering
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:
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Players in the same room as
this piece cannot leave Damages rooms upon entering

Q-3 Q-4
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“O
k,I’vegotto

admitit,it’skinda
awesome”room.

Cannotbedamaged
orflooded.

11

94 9594 95

REWARD!

PICKONE:

Health. (Cut out and
paste over any three
health spaces on a room)

!4!5!6
Superusefuland
overpoweredroom.
Anytimeyoumove
throughthisroom,gainan
extradietousethisturn.

!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

3

Shields
!6!6!6!6!6!6!6!6!6

Quigley’s
Shields

!1!2!3!4!5!6
!1!2!3!4!5!6
!1!2!3!4!5!6

Spend a die. !x Activate a
shield.
If there’s a player in this room
when another room is about to
be damaged, you may instead
move damage and other effects
to this room.

2

Harvest pieces from Quigley to add to your sub! Cut pieces from the Quigley character cards and attach them where
you wish to the outside of your sub.
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QUIGLEY’S
BOSS

Suddenly you hear a yell of rage! The maintenance man is
back! This time something’s gone wrong. His face is ashen
and his eyes are blank. He looks like he’s miles away. And
the whatever-it-is on his back looks more powerful than
ever.
You hear him whisper “I think I’ve got a problem. Am I
just...am I just imaginging things?”

TEAMDECISION
1. Be compassionate, tell him what he wants to hear.
2. Be harsh and tell him the truth, as you see it.
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If youwere compassionate: You tell him that the strange creature on his back looks
useful, and friendly, and that he probably has nothing to worry about. His face relaxes. “Do you
really think so?” He says quietly, shyly, like a small child.
He tries to pat the head of the creature on his back, and it bites his hand off. His hand re-grows,
disturbingly.

A9 only: “Wow, you’re the nicest zombies I’ve ever met.”

If youwere harsh: You tell him that the monster on his back isn’t doing him any good,
that he never should have accepted it anyway. He looks like he’s going to cry, and then his face
flushes red with anger. “FINE!” He says, “You have your opinions, I have mine! I think life is
BETTER with this on my back!
He tries to pat the head of the creature, and it bites his hand off. His hand re-grows, disturbingly.

RESULTS!
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Oh no. He’sjust made it angry. The tentacles on the back of the maintenance man cast him away,
and start growing rapidly. Something like 222 tentacles start violently sprouting from the growing
beast. You struggle to bring the maintenance man inside your sub. He splutters and spits water and
blood.

“Kill it. We have to kill it, or it will eat everything.”

As you look at the giant expanding mass outside your sub, a look of hopeless despair creeps into
your eyes. The maintenance man notices.

“You kill it,” He whips a huge monkey wrench out of his bag. It looks like it’s been through 12 wars,
all the paint is chipped off and the handle is nearly worn through.

“I’ll keep your machine going.”

He opens his other hand, and you see some sort of slimy, writhing mass in his palm.

“...and I’ll keep you standing.”
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:
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On the Player Turn, you can choose one
action for the Maintenance man to do:

Fixing: Maintenance Man moves to a
damaged, unflooded room and fixes it -
paste three dice icons on that room and
add a “strange infection” to the outside
of your sub.

Pumping: Maintenance Man moves to a
flooded room and removes one flood
token from that room, and one from an
adjecent room.

Keep you standing: Mark B5. Move to a
room with a player. Add a “strange
infection” to the player, and 5 “infection
health tabs”, which count as normal
health tabs.
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!4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6
!4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6
!4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6
!4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6!4!5!6 !4!5!6

Infection Health Tabs

Strange Infections

Sub health
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!1 Deal 1 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

!2 Deal 1 damage.Flood the
damaged room twice.

!3 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

!4 Deal 2 damage. Flood the
damaged room twice.

!5 Deal 3 damage. Flood room
and all adjacent rooms.

!6 Deal 3 damage. Flood room
and all adjacent rooms.

222 TENTACLE
ABOMINATION

Destroyed room action:

Water Rises.Water Rises.

(Yes, twice. )

This enemy attacks twice per turn.

Strength: 16

Smarts: 16

Sanity: 12
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IF YOU WON:
The abomination screams soundlessly, and plummets out of sight, disappearing into the darkness
and gloom. Now you can go claim the prize, whatever it is. You slowly limp your damaged sub into
the final room of the Sunken Dungeon, and you find a brand-new, top-of-the-line submarine
waiting for you. It’s been smashed beyond repair by the battle.

B5 ONLY: You gather in the bridge. You look around at your friends - pushed past exhaustion,
red-eyed, crawling with strange, scary infections. The grizzled maintenance man looks around the
group. “Well, we beat it.”

Somehow, it feels like it beat you.

All you can think about it going home and lying down on your couch for a while.

IF YOU LOST:
From your vantage point as a ghost, you see the maintenance man frantically keeping the sub
going. He looks around at your bodies, and lets his hands drop to his sides. His broken wrench
slips from his nerveless fingers. Then you see him turn, and run towards the airlock, grabbing a
harpoon from the floor. He launches himself towards the abomination, just as it begins tearing
apart the Sunken Dungeon.
“DON’T TOUCH MY NEEEEEEEEOOOOOOOON!!!!!!”
The maintenance man disappears into tentacles and darkness.
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Your submarine sunk. That’s bad.

As you hopelessly pump water, you realize that you’re just delaying the
inevitable. Water’s everywhere, and you can only limp along so long before
you’re drowned - forever a denizen of the deep.
As the water fills the chamber, you reflect on the series of events that
brought you here. It all seems so improbable and stupid. How did you
convince yourself that you’d strike it rich, piloting a sub for the first time
through uncharted and dangerous waters? You just ended up accidentally
dying. It should have been predictable.
But you didn’t listen to the little, annoying voice of caution.
You also reflect on this cruel game that you found yourself in - not the
“game of life” or something deep like that. You reflect, in an improbable
and meta way, on Sunken Dungeon. You’ve failed on your mission, and
there’s no do-over. You’ve cut up the book. That’s it. This is the ending you
earned - or maybe you just had bad luck.
If you made better choices, maybe things would have turned out different -
or maybe not. Dice rolls are arbitrary.
Maybe you never had a chance.
These dark thoughts fill your head as the water comes up to your chin. If
only someone would appear, at the last moment to save you - what a heroic,
exciting end that would be.
As your last pocket of air starts to seep out, you suddenly remember that
you’ve got diving suits. They’re difficult to put on underwater, but you
manage it. It takes a couple of hours for you to make your way to the
surface, ample time to regret not checking your suit for sea life before you
put it on.
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

2
3
2

3
2
2

Special power: Pump. May spend one
health to roll a die. Remove a number of
flood tokens equal to the number rolled.

Special power: Jump in the way. If a room
is about to take damage, you may
prevent that damage by losing the same
amount of health.
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Name:

Quirks:

Strength:

Smarts:

Sanity:

1
3
3

Special power: Speedy-speedy wheel.
When moving, every room is considered
adjacent for this character. May not
move into a flooded room.
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